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Abstract- The development in the field of mobile communication and internet is increasing with tremendous volume. The problem with developing a secure mobile system is that the mobile users are highly dynamic in nature and keep changing their location with time. Despite of numerous practical benefits and promises of mobile agent to provide an effective way of communication, it still lacks an effective security measure which restricts its scope of applicability. In this paper our objective is to provide a highly secure environment that is simple to use and deploy. So we will work with mobile agent technology and will enhance the security of the current mobile agent based communication system. We will create a new secure protocol architecture for the mobile communication.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In mobile based Communication System, there were many problems in network like low bandwidth, slow data rate, data are not secure. The huge demands from large number of user are pushing development of mobile communication system faster than ever before. The physical weaknesses and limitations of mobile communications like high error rate and unpredictable behaviour due to external interference are more prone to security [6]. Also limitations of wireless networks and mobile nature of users is a hurdle in providing security in a system. The network is completely available in open so it is more prone to security attacks such as interference attack. With the advancement in the application fields the more and more applications are coming such as e-banking etc, which requires highly secure systems [7]. There are so many network technologies using which we can connect computers with each other and spread information all over the world. For this purpose we can use various distributed computer resources through the computer networks. However, when any user wants to use these resources he must understand the location of distributed resources, predict their current status and select some suitable resources. MC-MA-FS model (Mobile Agent) technologies are getting popular as a means of an efficient way to access the remote resources on a distributed networks. Mobile agents are the processes that migrate from a node to node in the network autonomously to achieve result for user. The mobile agent provides the result to the user through the migration of mobile agent system without any knowledge of network environment [1]. Our main objective is to provide a highly secure environment that is simple to use and deploy. So we will work with mobile agent technology and will enhance the security of the current mobile agent based communication system. In our architecture we will create a mobile agent security model by adding a security thread to the current model.

II. FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES OF MOBILE AGENT

Mobile Agent is a device which migrates form one host to another host in a distributed network system.

2.1 Features of Mobile Agent

As mentioned in there are following features of a mobile agent.

Mobility— With the help of mobility feature mobile agent migrates from one node to another node and communication processes can be performed in a wireless as well as a fixed network system.

Autonomy — mobile agent program that executes autonomously on the behalf of other process.

Communication — Mobile agent is capable of communicating with other mobile agent, servers (either mobile or fixed) and clients (either mobile or fixed) [8].

Learning— One of the most important feature of mobile agent is its learning ability [5].

2.2 Advantages of Mobile Agent
Mobile Agent has various advantages over current distributed system techniques like reduced network traffic and resource utilization. The mobile agent architecture is better than other distributed architecture as shown below-[9][10][11].

Reduce the network load - Mobile agents are also used for removing the raw information (like security thread that is added every time when information migrates) in the network. The objective of mobile agent bases communication is: move the computations to the data rather than the data to the computations [3].

Overcoming Network latency - Mobile agent can reduce network latency, robots are the real time example which responds in real time scenario. So latencies are not acceptable. A mobile agent provides a solution for the problem of latency by dispatching all the information stored on it and at the destination mobile agent act as controller so the all information’s are directly access form mobile agent.

Encapsulate protocols - In mobile agent system every host has its own information and a function by which a mobile agent will migrate and execute. Mobile agent contain both data as well as code this method is known as encapsulation and to provide the security on this there are some protocol defined.

Execute asynchronously and autonomously - Mobile agent execute asynchronously and autonomously task are embedded into mobile agents, and then dispatched it. After that, the mobile agent are independent of the creating process and can operate asynchronously and autonomously. In this time there is no need to establish a network connection. Only after completion of task network connection is needed.

Naturally heterogeneous - Mobile agent are generally independent of computer and transport layer and only dependent on their execution environment [12].

III. MOBILE CLIENT – MOBILE AGENT – FIXED SERVER MODEL (MC-MA-FS MODEL)

A mobile agent is a program or object that migrates from node to node according to the application objective. At every node mobile agent checks the availability of the resources which is required and if the resource is available then it execute and completes the task, then it returns. If the required resource is not available then it
simply migrates to the next node or disposed. In this model if a client requires the information from the server then client generates the request and sent it to the mobile agent. Then mobile agent takes information from client and move to server host. Mobile agent runs on behalf of client to give request to server host and take response of the request and get back to the client. At this time the client is free to do other work or move to other location as it is the responsibility of the mobile agent to get request from the server and give it to the client.

Generally, there are multiple agents executing and performing various tasks on the same platform. In this system different agents have different property. The Mobile Client – Mobile Agent - Fixed Server is the best model in distributed system in wireless and mobile computing environment Mobile agent has ability to run over thin and think client [2].

IV. TECHNOLOGY USED IN SECURITY MODEL PROTOCOL

The technologies used in security model are as follows:-
4.1 Aglet - Aglet is defined to be an autonomous java object that has mobility from one host to another host in a computer network environment. In other words it run’s according to its own thread of execution when it arrives at a host. It also reacts to in coming information as it is its ability [4][13]. Aglet allows-
- To provide complete and easy model for programming mobile agent.
- It support dynamic and powerful communication.
- It provides security with the mobile agent.
- To conceive a reusable and extensible architecture.
4.2 Proxy - A proxy is used to protect aglet from open access. Location transparency is a feature of proxy which hides the location of aglet over the unsecure public network. A proxy is a representative which is used to maintain data confidentiality in aglet.
4.3 Context - The workplace of an aglet is context. It is responsible for the management of aglets which are in running mode in a uniform execution environment and it secures the host from malicious aglets. In computer networks each node is capable to provide functionality of multiple servers and each server can configure multiple contexts. Contexts can be located over the network by their name which includes context’s server address and context name.
4.4 Message - The exchange of messages in aglet knows as object. It can support two types of message passing – synchronous and asynchronous message passing between aglets. Aglets can exchange information in a loosely coupled fashion.
4.5 Future reply - Asynchronous message sending is used as a handler to collect the results for future reply.
4.6 Identifier - An aglet contains an identifier which is unique and immutable throughout the life span of the aglets.

V. ARCHITECTURE OF EXISTING SECURITY MODEL
Figure 4: Architecture of Current Security Model

In the above scenario, there is a source mobile host which needs to connect to the destination mobile host. The source mobile host sends a request to the key distribution center (KDC) for authentication password to connect to the destination mobile host. Now, the source mobile host's mobile agent migrates the destination mobile host and tries to communicate with it. To verify the authenticity of the mobile agent, the destination mobile host sends an authentication request to the KDC. KDC sends back the password. If the password is correct, then the mobile agent's request is fulfilled, and the mobile agent returns back to its source. If the password is not correct, then the mobile agent is not accepted. Following are the disadvantages in the current system:

- Model is a very sophisticated model.
- There is a need to manage the location of the agent.
- When the mobile agent is migrating from source to destination, if the mobile agent is modified, then the destination will not be able to identify the changes.

VI. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED SECURITY MODEL

In our proposed model, we are trying to remove different security problems of mobile agent-based systems by adding a security thread. On the mobile platform, there is a static mobile agent with the help of which we add a security thread in the dynamic mobile agent. So that static mobile agent will have the following tasks:

- To find authentication key for the mobile agent.
- Encrypt dynamic mobile agent.

Figure 5: Architecture of Security Model
• Find out MD5 of Dynamic mobile agent.
• Send mobile agent to a destination.
• And display the result got by mobile agent.

Add Security Thread:- The main objective of our work is to protect mobile agent and mobile platform. In this security thread we are using MD5 (Message Digest 5) one way hash functions. With the help of MD5 we insure that our data or code cannot be interrupted (modify) by any Malicious Host or Malicious Agent [8].
• Encrypt dynamic mobile agent.
• Find out the MD5 of the migrating mobile agent.
• Send the mobile agent to the destination.

KDC (Key Distribution Center) - KDC is just like a central server that provides the authentication passwords for all mobile agents. Key Distribution Center generates nine characters (bytes) password that is distributed to all mobile agents, by using public encryption (digital signature). When mobile agent move from one platform to another platform both static and dynamic agent will be authenticated by exchanging their password.

Check Security Thread - Before the execution of the application, check security thread read information about the mobile agent that is –
• Decrypt dynamic mobile agent
• Find out the MD5 of the coming mobile agent and check this is same or not.
• If yes then execute otherwise ignore that mobile agent (dispose).

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the framework of security architecture for Mobile agent based communication, along with partial implementation of the system. The design is quite general, so that it can be easily integrated into other mobile agent systems. More over our focus is over an application-layer security for agent based communication to provide end to end authentication and data confidentiality between mobile agents. We have suggested two-way authentication architecture to authenticate mobile agents. This solution can be implemented in aglet (Java based technology) without any changes in underlying protocols and mobile agent communication infrastructure.
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